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Impulsive-Smooth Behavior in Multimode Systems 
Part II: Minimality and Equivalence* 

A. H. W. (TON) GEERTSt and J. M. SCHUMACHERt 

The conditions are obtained for minimality of first-order representations of 
impulsive-smooth behaviors. 

Key Words-System models: singular systems: switching. 

Abstract-This is the second part of a two-part study of 
linear multimode systems. In the first part. it was argued that 
the behavior of such a svstem on an interval between 
switches should be described in a framework that allows for 
impulses at the switching instant, and both first-order and 
polynomial representations were introduced that satisfy this 
requirement. Here we determine the conditions under which 
first-order representations are minimal. We also show how 
two minimal representations of the same behavior are 
related; this leads in particular to an appropriate state-space 
isomorphism theorem. The minimality conditions are given a 
dynamic interpretation. 

Copyright© 19% Elsevier Science Ltd. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

In Part I of this study ( Geerts and Schumacher, 
1996 ), we motivated the study of a particular 
class of piecewise-linear systems, suitable for the 
description of multimode systems in particular 
when the operating modes correspond to systems 
that are not all of the same McMillan degree. It 
has been argued that the system description 
should allow for impulses at switching instants. 
We have therefore looked at behaviors (Will
ems, 1991) consisting of impulsive-smooth 
distributions (Hautus, 1976; Hautus and Silv
erman, 1983). We have shown that both 
state-space and polynomial representations can 
be given for such behaviors, and we have 
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presented algorithms that transform a state
space to a polynomial description, and vice 
versa. In this part, we concentrate on minimality 
issues. Our aim is to answer the following two 
questions: under what conditions is a representa
tion minimal, and how are minimal representa
tions of the same behavior related'? 

We proceed as follows. In Section 2, we derive 
necessary conditions for minimality of state
space representations by showing that systems 
not satisfying these conditions can be reduced. 
Before showing that these conditions are also 
sufficient, it is mathematically convenient to turn 
first to polynomial representations, and we do 
this in Section 3. We determine to what extent 
polynomial representations are unique. Then we 
get back to first-order systems in Section 4, 
prove that the necessary conditions of Section 2 
are actually also sufficient for minimality, and 
obtain a state-space isomorphism theorem. The 
reader may wonder about the dynamic inter
pretation of the minimality conditions that we 
find: an answer is supplied in Section 5. Finally, 
conclusions are given in Section 6. 

The notational conventions of Part I remain in 
force here. For the convenience of the reader. let 
us briefly repeat the main points. We denote by 
<&(tin• lout) the set of restrictions of C'(IR) 
functions to Um• lout), with - x <tin< lout~ + x. 
The product space {R[p] x '€(tin, t.,0 t)}' is de
noted by '€fmp(lin• lnut): so elements 11 of this 
space consist of a polynomial part, which we 
shall refer to as the 'purely impulsive part' ur·•mr 
(representing a pulse at time tm), and a function 
part, which is called the ·smooth part' llsm· We 
write u = "r·imr + u,01 : the summation is motiv
ated by the fact that the elements of 
'6fmrUin• lout) may be identified with certain 
distributions (see Part I: Hautus, 1976). To 
describe dynamics, we use an operator p defined 
by 
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The interval (tim t 0 u1) will be fixed in the 
discussion below, and so, in order to ease 
notation, we shall suppress reference to the 
specific instants t;n and t 0 u1 as much as possible. 
Impulsive-smooth behaviors (i.e. linear sub
spaces of '€ih.r) can now be described in various 
ways. The conventional representation is the 
following. 

Definition l. l. For a matrix triple (F, G, H) 
(F GE IRnX(n+m) HE IRqX(n+m)) we define 

' ' ' 
P!Jc(F, G, H) = {w E '€fh,p I 3z E '€(';;•, 

Zo E IR"+"' s.t. pGz = Fz + Gz0 , w =Hz}. (2) 

The pencil representation given below treats 
initial data slightly differently. 

Definition 1.2. For a matrix triple (F, G, H) 
(F, GE IR"x(n+m>, HE IRqx(n+m)), we define 

r!JJ(F, G, H) = {w E '€fh.r I 3z E C6'i::r"', 

x0 E IR" s.t. pGz = Fz + x0 , w =Hz}. (3) 

Polynomial representations can be introduced as 
follows. 

Definition l.3. Let R(s) E IRPx"[s] and V(s) E 

fRPx"[s]. We define 

r!JJ(R, V) = {w I R(p)w E spanlR V(p)}. (4) 

The relation between polynomial and first-order 
representations is as follows (Lemma 5.7 of 
Part I).· 

Lemma 1.4. If one has 

im[sG;J=ker[-V(s) R(s)] (5) 

as an equality between rational vector spaces 
then r!JJ(F, G, H) = r!JJ(R, V). 

To make sure that polynomial representations 
do have corresponding first-order representa
tions, we consider only 'eligible pairs', which are 
defined as follows (Definition 5.8 and 5.11 in 
Part I). 

Definition l.5. For a polynomial matrix R(s) E 

wxq[s ], define 

XR = {f(s) E W[s] I f(s) = R(s)g(s) 

for some strictly proper g(s )}. ( 6) 

Definition l.6. A pair of polynomial matrices 

(R(s), V(s)) E wxq[s] x IRPX"[s] is called eligible 
if the following conditions hold: 

(i) [-V(s) R(s)] has full row rank for all 
s EC; 

(ii) R(s) has full row rank as a rational matrix; 

(iii) the columns of V(s) are linearly indepen
dent over IR; 

(iv) spanlR V(s) = XR + R(s)L(s), where L(s) is 
an IR-linear subspace of IRk[s] that is 
shift-invariant, i.e. it is mapped into itself by 
the operation O":f(s) ~ [f(s) - f(O)]ls. 

The following standard lemma will be used on 
several occasions. 

Lemma 1.7. Let A, B, X and Y be matrices such 
that AX+ BY= 0. If [A B] and X have full row 
rank then also B has full row rank. 

Proof Let 17 be a row vector such that 17B = 0. 
It follows from 17(AX +BY)= 0 that 17AX = 0, 
and consequently 17A = 0 because X has full row 
rank. But then we have rJ[A B] = 0, which 
implies that 17 = 0. 0 

2. REDUNDANCY IN FIRST-ORDER 
REPRESENTATIONS 

A first-order representation of a behavior is 
called minimal if both the number of equations 
and the number of variables are minimal among 
all equivalent representations of the same form. 
Because there are two indices to be minimized, 
even the existence of minimal representations is 
not trivial. The following lemmas will be useful 
in proving necessary conditions for minimality. 
Recall that two matrix pencils sG - F and 
sG - P are called strictly equivalent if there 
exist nonsingular matrices S and T such that 
G = SGT and F = SFT. 

Lemma 2.1. For any matrix pencil sG - F, there 
exists a strictly equivalent pencil sG - F of the 
form 

where sG1 - F1 has full row rank (as a rational 
matrix), sG2 - F2 has full column rank for all 
s EC, and G2 has full column rank. 

Proof The decomposition (7) can be obtained 
as an 'aggregate' of the Kronecker canonical 
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form for matrix pencils (Gantmacher, 1959, 
Chap. XII) by letting the zero block and the 
block sG2 - F2 correspond to the zero row 
minimal indices and the nonzero row minimal 
indices respectively, and the block sG1 - Fj to 
the remaining invariants. The claimed properties 
can then be read off from the canonical form. 

D 

Lemma 2.2. Let F and G be matrices such that 
sG - F has full column rank for all s, and 
moreover G has full column rank. Under these 
conditions, the equation pGz = Fz + x0 , where 
Xo is a constant vector, can only be satisfied if 
x0 = 0 and z = 0. 

Proof Let z and x0 be such that (pG - F)z = 
Xo, and suppose that z is nonzero. Because 
sG - F has a polynomial left inverse, it follows 
that z must be purely impulsive, say 

Z = ZkPk + ... + Z1P + Zo, (8) 

with Zk ¥: 0. But the equation pGz = Fz + x 0 

implies in particular that Gzk = 0, contradicting 
the assumption that G has full column rank. 
Therefore z must be equal to zero, and this 
implies that x 0 is also zero. D 

For pencil representations, we have the 
following necessary conditions for minimality. 

Theorem 2.3. The following conditions are 
necessary for a triple (F, G, H) to be a minimal 
representation of its associated behavior 
OO(F, G, H): 

(i) sG - F has full row rank as a rational 
matrix; 

(ii) [~ J has full column rank; 

(iii·) [sG - F] h f 11 l k f 11 C H as u co umn ran or a s e . 

Proof We have to show that a representation 
can be reduced if any of conditions (i)-(iii) is not 
satisfied. For condition (i), this follows from the 
two lemmas above (equations corresponding to 
the zero block and the block sG2 - F2 in (7) can 
be eliminated without changing the set of 
solutions). The other two conditions are shown 
to be necessary exactly as in the case of smooth 
behaviors (cf. e.g. Schumacher, 1989). D 

Remark 2.4. In a more 'homogeneous' style, 

conditions (i)-(iii) may equivalently be formu
lated as follows: 

(i) sG - tF has full row rank for some 
(s, t) e C2 \{(0, O)}; 

(") [sG - tF] n H has full column rank for all 

(s, t) e C2 \{(0, O)}. 

This formulation shows clearly that the condi
tions are symmetric with respect to F and G. 

Remark 2.5. Note in particular that 'con
trollability at infinity' ( G full row rank, in the 
language of pencil representations) is not 
required in Theorem 2.3. This is due to the fact 
that we allow 'autonomous' impulsive behavior, 
that is, impulsive behavior that is due to initial 
conditions rather than to inputs. For the simplest 
example of this, consider the system defined by 
F = 1, G = 0, H = 1. The corresponding be
havior as described by (3) is 

00 = {w E ~imp I 3z E ~imp• 

x0 E IR s.t. 0 = z + x0 , w = z}, (9) 

which is the space of constant multiples of the 
delta distribution. 

For conventional representations, the condi
tions of Theorem 2.3 are supplemented as 
follows. 

Theorem 2.6. A conventional representation 
00 = @c(F, G, H) is minimal only if the matrices 
F, G and H satisfy conditions (i)-(iii) of 
Theorem 2.3 and the additional condition 

(iv) F[ker G] c im G. 

Proof The necessity of conditions (i)-(iii) is 
shown in the same way as for pencil representa
tions. Suppose that (iv) does not hold. By change 
of coordinates, we may assume that F and G are 
in the form 

[
F11 Fi2 Fj3] [I 0 0] 

F = F21 0 0 , G = 0 0 0 . (10) 

F31 0 I 0 0 0 

The equations pGz = Fz + Gz0 then take the 
form 

PZ1 = F11Z1 + F12Z2 + F13Z3 + Zo, 

0 = F21Z1> 

0 = f'.,1Z1 + Z3. 

(11) 

Obviously it is possible to reduce these equations 
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by eliminating z3 • This means that the triple 
(F, G, H) can only be minimal if the identity 
block does not appear in the decomposition of F 
as in (10), which is the same as requiring that 
F[ker G] c Im G. 0 

3. EQUIVALENCE OF POLYNOMIAL 
REPRESENT A TI ONS 

In this section, we show that the class of 
eligible polynomial pairs is large enough to 
represent all impulsive-smooth behaviors that 
can be obtained as in (3) (or (2)). In addition, we 
determine exactly to what extent representations 
by eligible pairs are unique. The following 
lemmas will be instrumental. 

Lemma 3.1. Suppose that (5) holds for a triple 
of constant matrices (F, G, H) and a pair of 

polynomial matrices (R(s), V(s)). If[~] has full 

[sG- F] 
column rank and H has full column rank 

for all s, then the columns of V(s) are linearly 
independent over IR. 

Proof Let x be a constant vector such that 
V(s)x = 0. We have 

[~Jeker[-V(s) R(s)]=im[sG;FJ, (12) 

so that 

for some rational f(s) (which is uniquely 

d . d . . l [sG - F] etermme , smce certam y H has full 

column rank as a rational matrix). It follows 

[sG-F] from the assumptions that H has a 

polynomial left inverse; with (13) it then follows 
that /(s) is polynomial. On the other hand, we 
may also rewrite (13) as 

[s~•x] = [ G -~-•p]f(s). (14) 

Because of the full-column-rank assumption on 

[ GJ . [G -s- 1F] H , the matnx H has a proper left 

inverse, and so it follows from (14) that f(s) is 
strictly proper. Consequently, we must have 
f (s) = 0, which implies that x = 0. 0 

Lemma 3.2. Suppose that (5) holds for a triple 
of constant matrices (F, G, H) and a pair of 
polynomial matrices (R(s), V(s)). If G has full 

row rank then the columns of V (s) all belong to 
XR. 

Proof If G has full row rank then G - s- • F has 
a proper right inverse, so sG - F has a strictly 
proper right inverse, say (sG - F)Q(s) = /. From 
the equation V(s)(sG - F) = R(s)H, it follows 
that V(s) = R(s)HQ(s). Since HQ(s) is strictly 
proper, this shows that the columns of V(s) are 
inXR. 0 

Lemma 3.3. Suppose that (5) holds for a triple 
of constant matrices (F, G, H) and a pair of 
polynomial matrices (R(s), V(s)). Suppose also 

that sG - F has full row rank and [ sG;; F] full 

column rank (as rational matrices), and that 
[-V(s) R(s)] has full row rank for all s EC. 
Under these conditions, the matrix R(s) has full 
row rank, and we have the inequality 

dim XR s rank G. (15) 

Proof Denote the number of rows of F and G 
by n, the number of columns of F and G by 
n + m, the number of rows of H by q, and the 
number of rows of V(s) and R(s) by p. Note 
that, under the stated conditions, m is necessarily 
nonnegative, and that we must have p = q - m 
by the full-rank assumptions and the equality 
(5). The fact that R(s) has full row rank follows 
from (5) and Lemma 1.7. We assumed that 
[-V(s) R(s)] is right-unimodular, and so there 
exist polynomial matrices U1 (s) and U2(s ), of 
sizes (n + m) x n and (n x m) x q respect
ively, such that the matrix 

[ U1(s) Uz(s)J 
-V(s) R(s) 

is unimodular. Define polynomial matrices T(s) 
and Z(s) by 

T(s) := [ U1(s) Ui(s)][sG - F o1] 
-V(s) R(s) H 

·= [Z(s) U2(s)J. {l6) 
. 0 R(s) 

Note that Z(s) has size (n + m) X (n + m) and 

[sG - F] that rank Z(s) =rank H = n + m; so 

Z(s) is nonsingular. In order to establish the 
inequality (15), we shall bound the sum of the 
minimal row degrees of the polynomial matrix 
T(s) in two ways. Denote the sum of the 
minimal row degrees of a given full-row-rank 
polynomial matrix M(s) by· v(M). As is well 
known (cf. Verghese and Kailath, 1981; Willems, 
1986; Kuijper and Schumacher, 1990), v(M) if; 
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equal both to dim XM and to the maximum of 
the degrees of the full-size minors of M(s). For 
ease of notation, let us assume that 
R(s) = [R1(s) Ri(s)], where R1(s) has maximal 
degree among the p x p minors of R (s ). Then 
we have 

[ Z(s) U21(s)J 
=deg R 1(s) :5 deg 0 Ri(s) :::; v(T), (17) 

since the matrix appearing between the in
equality signs is one of the full-size minors of 
T(s ). On the other hand, since the sum of the 
minimal row degrees is invariant under left 
multiplication by unimodular matrices, we also 
have 

([sG - F OJ) v(T)s v H I :5rank G, (18) 

just by counting the row degrees. This completes 
the proof. D 

Corollary 3.4. Suppose that (5) holds for a triple 
of constant matrices (F, G, H) and a pair of 
polynomial matrices (R(s), V(s)). Suppose also 

that G and [~] have full row rank and full 

[sG - F] 
column rank respectively, and that H 

and [-V(s) R(s)] have full column rank and full 
row rank respectively for all s E C. Under these 
conditions, the columns of the matrix V(s) form 
a basis for the space XR. 

Proof. It follows from Lemma 3.1 that the 
columns of V (s) are linearly independent. When 
G has full row rank then certainly sG - F has 
full row rank as a rational matrix, and so Lemma 
3.3 shows that the number of columns of V (s) is 
at least equal to dim Xu. On the other hand, it 
follows from Lemma 3.2 that all columns of V(s) 
are in Xu. Taking everything together, we get 
the desired conclusion. D 

Remark 3.5. The above corollary is a generaliza
tion of a well-known result due to Hautus and 
Heymann (1978, Theorem 4.10): if (C, A) is an 
observable pair and C(s/ -A)- 1 = D- 1(s)N(s), 
where D(s) and N(s) are left-coprime polyno
mial matrices, then the columns of N(s) form a 
basis for Xn. To get this from the corollary 
above, take G equal to the identity. 

We need a matrix decomposition lemma that 
is a continuation of Lemma 2.1 in the sense that 
we now further subdivide the left upper block 
appearing in the lemma. 

Lemma 3.6. If F and G be matrices of size 
n X ( n + m) such that sG - F has full row rank 
as a rational matrix then there exists a strictly 
equivalent pencil sG - F of the form 

sG-F=[sGi-Fi o] (19) 
0 sG2 - I ' 

where G1 has full row rank and G2 is nilpotent. 

Proof Again the result can be read off from the 
Kronecker canonical form. Because of the 
full-row-rank assumption on sG - F, there are 
no column minimal indices. The claimed 
properties are obtained by letting the block 
sG1 - F1 correspond to the finite elementary 
divisors and the row minimal indices, and the 
block sG2 - I to the infinite elementary divisors. 

0 

Theorem 3.7. For every matrix triple (F, G, H) E 

IR"x(n+mJ X IR11 x(n+mJ X fR<p+mJX(n+ml, there exists 

an eligible pair (R(s ), V(s )) such that @(F, G, H) = 
<!JJ(R, V). 

Proof We can construct (see e.g. Kailath, 1980, 
Theorem 6.3-2)) a unimodular matrix U(s) such 
that 

[U11(s) Uds)J[sG -1 = [Z(s)J, 
U21(s) Un(s) H 0 (20) 

where Z(s) has full row rank. Now define 
V(s) = -U21 (s) and R(s) = Un(s). Then (5) 
holds, and [-V(s) R(s)] has full row rank for all 
s EC. 

By Theorem 2.3, we may assume that the 
triple (F, G, H) satisfies conditions (i)-(iii) of 
that theorem. Property (i) of Theorem 2.3 now 
implies that R(s) has full row rank (use Lemma 
1.7). The independence of the columns of V(s) 
follows from Lemma 3.1 together with properties 
(ii) and (iii) of Theorem 2.3. 

It remains to show property (iv) in the 
definition of eligibility. By the matrix decom
position Lemma 3.6, we may suppose that the 
pencil sG - F has the form of (19), with G 1 of 
full row rank and G2 nilpotent. Denote the size 
of G2 by nr-imr and the number of rows of G 1 

by nsm; then n = nsm + /Jp-imp' and the number 
of columns of G1 is n,m + m. Accordingly, 
write V(s) = [Vi(s) Vi(s)], where Vi(s) has size 
p X n,m and Vi(s) has size p X nr-imr· We then 
have, with H = [H1 H2], 

[
sG1 - F1 0 ] 

im 0 sG2 - I 

H 1 H2 
=ker[-Vi(s) -Vi(s) R(s)]. (21) 
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Note that both [-Vi(s) R(s)] and [-Vz(s) R(s)] 
have full row rank, because R(s) has full row 

[sG -F] rank. Also, because the matrix H as a 

whole has full column rank, it is immediate that 

[ sG1 - Fi] [sG2 - /] both Hi and H
2 

have full column 

rank as well. Therefore we may conclude from 
(21) that 

. [sG1 - Fi] 
im Hi =ker[-Vi(s) R(s)], (22) 

. [sG2 - /] im H2 =ker[-Vz(s) R(s)]. (23) 

The equation (23) implies that Vz(s) = 
R(s)H2(sG2 - /)- 1. Because G2 is nilpotent, 
(sG2 -I)- 1 is polynomial. If we denote T(s)= 
Hz(sG2 - /)- 1 then 

T(s) - T(O) _ [(sG2 -1)- 1 + /] 
-----'--'-----~ - Hz -'-.....;:_---'--

s s 
= H2(sG2 - l)- 1G2 = T(s)G2, (24) 

so that span~ T(s) is shift-invariant. Finally, it 
follows from (22) and Corollary 3.4 that the 
columns of Vi (s) span the space X R· Indeed, 
note that the column-rank assumptions in 
Corollary 3.4 are automatically satisfied as a 
consequence of the corresponding assumptions 

on [ sG; Fl moreover, we can write 

[-Vi(s) -Vz(s) R(s)] 

[/ 0 OJ = (-Vi(s) R(s)] O -Hz(Gz-/)_ 1 I , (25) 

which shows. that [-Vi (s) R (s)] must have full 
row rank for all s. This completes the proof of 
the theorem. 0 

For a given polynomial matrix R(s) E (RPx"[s], 
we define the smooth behavior determined by 
R(s) (on a given interval (t1, t2)) by 

97J, 111 (R) = { W E C"(t1, tz; IR'') I R(:Jw = 0}. 

(26) 

We have the following propos1t10n, which is 
analogous to Proposition 4.7 of Part I. 

Proposition 3.8. If (R(s), V(s)) E (RPx"[s] x 
!Rpxn[s] is an eligible pair then 

97Js01 (R) = 97J(R, V) n <ei01 • (27) 

Proof First, take w E 97J(R, V) n 'ffim· By taking 
smooth and impulsive parts in the equation 

R (p )w = V (p )x ( cf. (30) in Part I), we 
immediately see that R(d/dt)w = 0, so that 
w E 97J.01 (R). In order to prove the reverse 
inclusion, construct a first-order realization 
(F, G, H) of (R(s), V(s)) as in the proof of the 
realization theorem of Part I (Theorem 5.15). 
With respect to the triple (F;, G1, H1 ), it was 
shown in Kuijper and Schumacher (1990) that 

:= {w E 'ffim \ 3z E 'ff~ri,+m 

s.t. G1i = F1z. w = H1z}. (28) 

(Actually the proof in Kuijper and Schumacher 
(1990) was given for the case t 1 = -oo, t2 = +oo, 
but the proof carries over verbatim to the 
general case.) Now, let w E 97J.01 (R), and let z1 be 
as in (28). We then have 

p[~I ~J[~IJ =[~I ~][~] + [G1~(tt)l 

so that 
97J(R, V). 

(29) 

w = [H1 H2J[~ l (30) 

W E '!lf'15(F, G, H) C @(F, G, H) = 
0 

Another way to get 97Jsm(R) from 97J(R, V) is 
given in the proposition below. Recall the space 
of polynomial vectors XR introduced in Defini
tion 1.5. From this space, we can construct in an 
obvious way a space of purely impuslive 
distributions, which will be denoted by XR(P ). 

Proposition 3.9. If R(s), V(s)) E IR'pxq[s] X 
wx"[s] is an eligible pair, then 

97Jsm(R) = {w E ~~m \ R(p )w E XR(P )}. (31) 

Proof If w E Cf?im and R(p )w E XR(P) then, in 
particular, R(p )w is polynomial, and so it follows 
(cf. (30) in Part I) that R(d/dt)w=O. Con
versely, suppose that w E <ei01 and R(d/dt)w = 0. 
Appealing to the proof of the realization 
theorem in Part I (Theorem 5.15), we find as in 
the proof above, that there exists a smooth z1 

such that 

Still with the notation of the proof of the 
realization theorem, the above implies that 

(33) 
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or, in other words, R(p)w = Vi(p)G1z1(tt}. 
Since the columns of Vi(s) span the space XR by 
construction, it follows that R(p )w e XR(P ). D 

It is well known how to describe the 
non-uniqueness of polynomial representations of 
smooth behaviors: if R 1(s) and R2(s) are both 
polynomial matrices of full row rank then 
@sm(R1) = @J,.m(R2) if and only if there exists a 
unimodular matrix U(s) such that R2(s) = 
U(s)R1(s). (This is shown for C'"(~) functions in 
Schumacher (1988, Lemma 2.4); again the proof 
carries over without change to the case in which 
the domain of definition is an arbitrary open 
interval.) A very similar result can be shown for 
eligible polynomial representations of impul
sive-smooth behaviors. 

Theorem 3.10. Let (R 1(s), Vi(s)) and (R2(s), 
Vz(s)) be two eligible pairs. We then have 
@(R1, Vi)= @(R2, V2) if and only if there exist a 
unimodular matrix U(s) and a nonsingular 
matrix S such that Rz(s) = U(s)R 1(s) and 
V2(s) = U(s)Vi(s)S. 

Proof The 'if part was already proved in 
Lemma 5.12 of Part I, so it remains to prove the 
'only if' part. By taking intersections with <e~m' 
we get @sm(R 1) = 00.m(R2), and so it follows from 
Schumacher (1988, Lemma 2.4) that there exists 
a unimodular polynomial matrix U(s) such that 
R2(s) = U(s)R 1(s). Hence we may assume for 
the rest of the proof that R1(s) = Rz(s) =:R(s). 
Since both Vi (s) and Vz(s) are supposed to have 
linearly independent columns, it will suffice to 
show that spanlR Vi (s) = spanlR Vi(s ). 

By taking intersections with cgi-imp• we see that 
we must have gll1 = gll2, where gll1 and gll2 are 
defined by 

gll; = {f(s) e ~"[s] I R(s)f(s) e spanlR V;(s)} 

(i = 1,2). (34) 

Take g(s) e spanlR Vi(s). Because Vi(s) is, by 
definition, of the form Vi(s) = R(s)Q(s) for some 
rational matrix Q(s), there exists a rational 
vector q(s) such that g(s) = R(s)q(s). Denote by 
q +(s) and q _(s) the polynomial and strictly 
proper parts of q(s) respectively. Note that 
R(s)q_(s) = g(s) - R(s)q+(s) is polynomial, so 
R(s)q_(s) e XR <=spanlR Vi(s). It follows that 
R(s)q+(s) e spanlR Vi(s), so that R(s)q+(s) e 
gll1 = gll2. Therefore R(s)q+(s) belongs to 
spanlR Vz(s). Because we also have R(s)q_(s) e 
XR<=spaniRVz(s), we get g(s)=R(s)q(s)e 
spann;i Vz(s ). This shows that spann;i Vi (s) c 
spanlR Vz(s); the reverse inclusion follows by 
symmetry. D 

Remark 3.11. Let @ be an impulsive-smooth 
behavior, i.e. @ = @(F, G, H) for some triple of 
matrices (F, G, H). It follows from the above 
that if @=@(R1, Vi)=@(R2, Vz), where (R 1, 

Vi) and (R2, Vz) are both eligible pairs, then the 
matrices Vi(s) and V2(s) must have the same size, 
say p X n. In other words, the numbers p and n 
are determined by the behavior rather than by 
the specific choice of a representation. It can be 
seen that p is the number of outputs in an 
input-output representation of 973. The number n 
might be called the fell dynamic order of@. The 
theorem above also shows, in particular, that all 
invariants of R(s) under left multiplication by 
unimodular matrices are intrinsic characteristics 
of the behavior. One of these is, for instance, the 
sum of the minimal row indices of R(s), which 
might be called the smooth dynamic order of the 
system, since it gives the dimension of the state 
space in a minimal state-space representation in 
@.m(R). 

4. STATE-SPACE ISOMORPHISM 

In this section, we obtain necessary and 
sufficient conditions for minimality of first-order 
representations of impulsive-smooth behaviors, 
and prove that minimal representations in pencil 
form are related by similarity transformations. It 
is actually convenient to prove the state-space 
isomorphism theorem first. 

Theorem 4.1. If the matrix triples (Fi, GI> H1) 
and (Fz, G2, H2) both satisfy conditions (i)-(iii) 
of Theorem 2.3 then @(F1i Gl> H1) = 
@(Fz, G2, H2) if and only if there exist 
nonsingular matrices S and T such that 
Fi= SFiT- 1, G1 =SG2 T-1 and H1 =H2Y- 1. 

Proof The 'if' part was already shown in 
Lemma 4.2 of Part I, so it remains to show the 
'only if' part. By Theorem 3.7, we can find 
eligible pairs (R1i Vi) and (Rz, Vi) such 
that @(R1i Vi) =@(F;, G1, H1) = @(Fz, Gz, H2) = 
@(R2, Vz). By the uniqueness theorem for poly
nomial representations, there exist a unimodular 
polynomial matrix U(s) and a nonsingular 
constant matrix S such that V2(s) = U(s)Vi(s)S 
and R2(s) = U(s)R 1(s), so that 

ker [-Vz(s)s- 1 R2(s)] = ker [-Vi(s) R1(s)]. 

(35) 

Now using (5), which holds by construction of 
the proof of Theorem 3.7, we get 

. [sSG2 - SF,_] . [sG1 - Fi J im =1m H . 
H2 i 

(36) 
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This implies that there exists a nonsingular 
rational matrix T(s) such that 

[ sSG2 - SF;] _ [sG1 - F1 ] 
H2 - H1 T(s). (37) 

Note that the matrix T(s) is uniquely deter-

. [sG1 - F;J mmed, because Hi has full column rank. 

Since the matrix multiplying T(s) has full 
column rank for all s, it has a polynomial left 
inverse, and so it follows that T(s) must be 
polynomial. But, on the other hand, we can also 
write (37) as 

[ SG2 - s- 1sF;]- [Gi - s- 1F;] (38) 
H - H T(s). 

2 I 

This time the matrix multiplying T(s) is proper 
rational and has full column rank at infinity. 
Therefore it has a proper rational left inverse, 
and it follows that T(s) must be proper rational. 
So we can conclude that T(s) is in fact a constant 
matrix T, and the proof is complete. 0 

Theorem4.2. A matrix triple (F, G, H) E IR"x(n+m) 

X!RnX(n+m) X [R(jX(n+m) Satisfies COnditiOnS (i)-

(iii) of Theorem 2.3 if and only if it is a minimal 
representation of its associated behavior in the 
following sense: if (F, G, Ff) E [R'1 x(rl+rn) x 
tR"x(n+nz) X [Rqx(ii+rir) represents the same be-

havior as (F, G, H) (in the sense of (3)) then 
ii ~ n and m ~ m. 

Proof Conditions (i)-(iii) were already shown 
to be necessary in Theorem 2.3. For the converse 
part of the proof, note that it has been shown in 
the proof of Theorem 2.3 that every triple 
(F, G, H) can be replaced by an equivalent one 
that satisfies conditions (i)-(iii), by operations 
that reduce the size of the representation. The 
claim now follows from the fact shown above 
that all representations satisfying conditions 
(i)-(iii) are of the same size. 0 

The above corollary identifies conditions 
(i)-(iii) of Theorem 2.3 as minimality conditions 
for pencil representations of impulsive-smooth 
behaviors. Likewise, conditions (i)-(iv) of 
Theorem 2.6 represent the minimality conditions 
for conventional representations. We show this 
by reduction to the case of pencil representations 
by means of the following lemma. 

Lemma 4.3. Consider a matrix triple (F, G, H) E 

IR"X(n+m) x IR"X(n+m) x [RlfX(n+m) that satisfies 

conditions (i)-(iv) of Theorem 2.6. If a triple 
(F. G, ii) is constructed from (F, G, H) by the 

method of the proof of Proposition 4.4 of Part I 
then the resulting triple satisfies conditions 
(i)-(iii) of Theorem 2.3. Let F and G be of size 
ii x (ii + m ). Then l'n = m, and n - ti is equal 
to the number of infinite elementary divisors of 
the pencil sG - F. 

Proof We begin with the second claim. For this, 
it is convenient to bring the pencil sG - F into 
Kronecker canonical form by a suitable change 
of bases (Gantmacher, 1959, Chap. XII). 
Because of the full-row-rank condition on 
sG - F. the canonical form will be block
diagonal, with only three types of blocks, namely 
those corresponding to column minimal indices, 
those corresponding to finite elementary divi
sors, and those corresponding to infinite 
elementary divisors. The condition F(ker G) c 

im G means that the blocks corresponding to 
infinite elementary divisors have size at least 
two. The construction of the proof of the cited 
proposition applies to the blocks separately. As 
is easily verified, the construction leaves the 
blocks corresponding to finite elementary divi
sors and column minimal indices unaffected, 
whereas it reduces the size of the blocks 
corresponding to infinite elementary divisors by 
one. Since the blocks of this type have size at 
least two, the number of intlnite elementary 
divisors of sG - F is the same as that of sG - F. 
We conclude that both the number of rows and 
the number of columns of F and G are less than 
the corresponding numbers for F and G by an 
amount that is equal to the number of infinite 
elementary divisors of sG - F or equivalently of 
sG - F, as claimed in the lemma. 

It remains to show that the triple (F. G, Ff) 
satisfies conditions (i)-(iii) of Theorem 2.3. 
Concerning the full-row-rank condition, this 
follows because the types of the Kronecker 
blocks of (F. G. ff) are the same as those of 
(F, G, H). The full-column-rank conditions are 
obviously satisfied, because the mappings F. G 
and Ff are constructed as restrictions of the 
corresponding mappings F, G and H. 0 

Theorem 4.4. A matrix triple (F, G, H) E 

[R11 X(n+m) x IR"X(n+m) x IR"X(n+m) satisfies condi-

tions (i)-(iv) of Theorem 2.6 if and only if it is a 
minimal representation of its associated behavior 
in the following sense: if (F, G, Ff) E 1R"x(i1+ilzJ x 
IR''x<ri+rii) x IR"xu;+,;;J represents the same behav

ior as (F, G, H) (in the sense of (2)) then Fi?:. n 
and nz ~m. 

Proof As in the proof of Corollary 4.2, it 
suffices to show that all representations satisfying 
conditions (i)-(iv) are of the same size. This 
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follows from the previous lemma by noting that 
minimal pencil representations are uniquely 
determined up to left and right similarity 
transformations (Theorem 4.1), which implies in 
particular that the number of infinite elementary 
divisors of the corresponding pencils is fixed. D 

Remark 4.5. Unfortunately, one cannot expect a 
state-space isomorphism theorem analogous to 
Theorem 4.1 to be true for minimal conventional 
representations. The following example shows 
this. Define a triple (F, G, H) by 

[O 1 OJ 
G= 0 0 1 , 

() 0 () 

0 OJ 
1 () ' 
() 1 

(39) 

[1 0 OJ 
H= 0 1 0' 

and a triple (F, G, H) by(;= G, F = F and 

R = [ i o o]. 
() 1 1 

(40) 

It is clear that r!i3c(F, G, H) = r!i3c(F, G, H), and 
one easily verifies directly that both triples are 
minimal conventional representations. However, 
there do not exist nonsingular matrices S and T 
such that F = SFT, (; = SGT and fl = HT. 
Indeed, if this held then we should have S = y- i 

and so GT = TC, which implies that 

T = [~ ~ ;J, (41) 
0 () l\' 

with a,[3, y E fR and a 7" 0. The final condition 
HT = ii then becomes 

[ ~ ~ ;J = [~ ~ ~]. (42) 

and this cannot be satisfied. 

Remark 4.6. For n;;::: 0, m 2:: 0 and p > 0, denote 
by k 11 ,,,,,p the set of all matrix triples (F, G, H) E 
IR"X(n+m) x fR"X(n tm) x [R(p+m)X(11+m) that satisfy 

the minimality conditions (i)-(iii) of Theorem 
2.3. We may equip this set with the topology that 
it inherits from its ambient Euclidean space. 
Denote by R 11 ,,,,,p the quotient of it,,m,p with 
respect to the action of G L( n) X G L( n + m) 
defined by (S, T): (F, G, H)H-(SFT· 1, SGT- 1, 

HY- 1). According to Theorem 4.1, the quotient 
space is exactly the set of impulsive-smooth 
behaviors of a fixed dynamic order n, a fixed 
number of inputs m and a fixed number of 
outputs p. A natural topology to consider on 
R is the quotient topology, and it is of n,rn,p 

interest to study the properties of the resulting 
topological space. 

Triples (F, G, H) satisfying the minimality 
conditions of Theorem 2.3 are called completely 
obseroable linear systems by Lomadze (1990). He 
notes that this set (actually its complexification) 
can be given the structure of a compact algebraic 
variety by looking at it as a particular case of the 
so-called Quot schemes considered by Grothen
dieck. As pointed out recently (Ravi and 
Rosenthal, 1995), the same fact has already been 
established in the algebraic geometric literature 
by Stromme, who shows that the space Rn,m,p 

provides a nonsingular projective compactifica
tion of the space of rational curves of degree n 
from the Riemann sphere into the Grassmannian 
space of m-dimensional subspaces of (m + p )
dimensional linear space (Strl)mme 1987, 
Theorem 2.1 ). From the characterization given 
by Stromme, it can be readily seen that this 
space is the same as the quotient space of 
homogeneous polynomial matrices that was 
independently shown by Ravi and Rosenthal 
(1994) to be a smooth and compact manifold. 
Starting from a state-space representation, 
Helmke and Shayman (1991) proved indepen
dently that R,,.o,p is smooth and compact. In 
some other special cases, the structure of the 
space R can be seen easily; in particular, Ro.m.1, is 
just the Grassmannian manifold of m
dimensional subspaces of (m + p )-dimensional 
linear space, and R l.m, 1 is diffeomorphic to the 
projective space of dimension 2m + 1. 

In this paper, an alternative representation of 
the space R,,,m,p has been given in terms of 
eligible pairs (R(s), V(s)). We also have defined 
behaviors associated to completely observable 
triples; this problem was naturally not addressed 
by Stromme (1987), and Lomadze (1990, p. 153) 
has only a brief remark on it. 

5. DYNAMIC INTERPRETATION 

The minimality conditions can be interpreted 
in terms of left-invertibility properties and 
solvability conditions (cf. Geerts, 1993a,c). We 
shall do this first for the conventional 
representation 

pGz = Fz + Gzo, 
w=Hz. 

(43) 

(44) 

We begin with a number of definitions (cf. 
Geerts and Mehrmann, 1990, Geerts, 1993c). 
These are stated for general (not necessarily 
minimal) representations; in particular, the index 
rn might be negative. 

Definition 5.1. Consider the equation (43). The 
solution set corresponding to a given point 
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Zo E IR"+m is 

Y(zo) = {z E ce;;:;i I (pG - F)z = Gzo}. ( 45) 

The solution space is the space Y = 9'(F, G) 
given by 

9'= {z E ce;;:~n I 3zo E IR"+m: (pG - F)z = Zo} 

U Y(zo). (46) 
zoe!R"·+-m 

Definition 5.2. Consider the equation (43). A 
point z0 E IR"+"' is said to be consistent if there 
exists z E 9'(z0 ) n '(6~'.~m such that z(t~) = z0 , and 
weakly consistent if Y(zo) n '<i?Z,;"' is nonempty. 

Definition 5.3. A linear system (43), (44) with 
F, GE IR"X(n+m) and HE [R<JX(n+m>, is called 
ex-in smooth if 

W E '6im ~ Z E '<i?~,;rn, ( 47) 

ex-in nulling if 

w =O~z =O, (48) 

and left-invertible if 

W = 0, Zo = 0 ~ Z = 0. ( 49) 

The system equation (43) is solvable in the 
distribution sense if 

(50) 

solvable. in the function sense if 

(51) 

and solvable in the sense of consistency if 

\.I lllltl +n13 CP( ) n u;m +m. v Zo E 1r1> Z E ,7 Zo "l!>sm • z(t;~) = Zo
(52) 

Remark 5.4. A system that is ex-in smooth might 
also be called impulse-observable or observable 
in the sense of Verghese ( cf. Cobb, 1984 ). The 
third solvability definition comes down to 
requiring that every point be consistent, whereas 
the second one means that every point be weakly 
consistent. Note that, in the latter case, (43) 
might be called impulse-controllable. 

Theorem 5.5. The system (43), (44) is 

(i) ex-in smooth if and only if ker [~] n 

F 1[im G) = {O}; 

(ii) ex-in nulling if and only if ker [~] n 

p- 1[im G] = {O} and [ sG;; FJ is left-uni

modular; 

(iii) left-invertible if and only if [ sG;; F] is 

left-invertible as a rational matrix. 

Now, assume that [F G] is of full row rank. The 
equation (43) is 

(iv) solvable in the distribution sense if and only 
if sG - Fis right-invertible; 

(v) solvable in the function sense if and only if 
im G + F(ker G) = IR"; 

( vi) solvable in the sense of consistency if and 
only if im G = IR". 

Proof The first claim follows from Geerts 
(1993b, Theorem 3.2). For the second claim, first 
suppose that the system is ex-in nulling. If 

[~]v=O and Fv=Gz0 for some v,z0 EIR"+m 

then v E 9'( - z0 ), whereas w: =Hu = 0. Hence 

v = 0. To show that S(s):= [sG;; FJ is left

unimodular, suppose that for some A E C and 
y E cn+m, S(A)y = 0. Then the smooth function z 
defined by z(t) = e,11y satisfies (p - A)z = y, and 
so 

FZ + Gy = (p - A)- 1Fy + Gy 

= (p - Ar 1(Fy + pGy - A.Gy) 

= pGz, (53) 

so that z E Y'(y ), and Hz = 0. It follows that 
z = 0, and consequently y = (p - A)z = 0. Con
versely, suppose now that the conditions of claim 

(ii) hold. Assume that S(p )z = [ G~o J for some 

ZtJ E !Rn+m, and suppose that z # 0. Since S(s) 
has a polynomial left inverse, it follows that z is 
impulsive, say z = ZkPk + ... + z1 p + z0 , with 
Zk ¥ 0. From the equations, we have Fzk = Gzk-1 
if k > 0 and Fzk = -GZ<i if k = 0, and in both 
cases we also have Gzk = 0 and Hzk = 0. Because 

ker [~] n F- 1 (im G] = {O}, it follows that zk = 

0, so we obtain a contradiction. Therefore we 
must have z = 0. 

If the matrix [ sG;; F] has full column rank 

over !R(s) then the associated mapping 

[pG - F] . . . . d . S . 5 f H 1s mJective, as note m ection o 

Part I. This proves one implication of claim (iii). 
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For the other part, suppose that S(s) is not 
left-invertible. Then S(s)z(s) = 0 for some 
z(s) e Rn+m[s], with z(s)7'<0. It follows that 
S (p )z (p) = 0 ( cf. (30) in Part I), so that the 
corresponding system is not left-invertible. 

Claims (iv) and (v) follow from Geerts (1993c, 
Corollary 3.6, Theorem 4.5). Finally, to prove 
the sixth claim, first assume that every point Zo is 
consistent, and let 71 e IR1x(n+mJ be such that 
TJG = 0. Take Zo E IRn+m and let z E ~~,;m be 
such that pGz = Fz + Gz0 and z(t~) = z0 • We 
then have riFz = 0 and, in particular, 71Fz(t~) = 
TJFzo = 0. Since z0 was arbitrary, we find that 
TJF = 0, and it follows by the full-row-rank 
assumption on [F G] that 71=0. For the 
converse, we may assume without loss of 
generality that G =[I O] and F =[A B]. If zo 
and z are partitioned accordingly then (43) 
becomes pz1 = Az1 + Bz2 + z01 • This equation 
has, for instance, the following smooth solution: 
take z2 = z02p- 1 (the smooth constant function 
with value z02), and let z1 be the solution to the 
ordinary differential equation i 1 = Az1 + Bzo2 
with initial condition z1(0) = z01 • Note that the 
initial values of z1 and z2 are z01 and Zo2 

respectively; so indeed there exists a smooth 
solution with initial value z0 • D 

Remark 5.6. Our definition of left invertibility 
for ( 43), ( 44) corresponds to left invertibility in 
the strong sense for descriptor systems, i.e. 
systems 

p[E O]z=[A B]z+Exo, [~]=[~ ~]z, 
(54) 

with z = [:l where u and x denote input and 

state variables respectively, as defined in Geerts 
( 1993a, Corollary 4.15). Since we do not separate 
inputs from states, we cannot make a distinction 
between invertibility in the weak and the strong 
sense as is done in Geerts (1993a). Observe that 
a system (43), (44) is ex-in smooth only if it is 
left-invertible ( cf. Geerts, 1993b, Remark 3.7). 
On the other hand, left unimodularity alone is 
not sufficient for a system (43), (44) to be either 
ex-in smooth or ex-in nulling. This is clear from 
Corollary 5.7 below. Finally, observe that an 
external trajectory for an ex-in nulling system 
can be generated by only one internal trajectory, 
whereas the initial condition is unique modulo 
kerG. 

Corollary 5.7. Consider (43), (44). The poly-

[sG -F] nomial matrix S (s): = H is left-unimodular 

if and only if ker F n ker H = {O} and w = 0 with 
z smooth implies z0 e ker G. 

Proof If Fv = 0, Gv = 0 and Hv = 0, then 

v e kerS(s) and so v :::0. Next, if [pG;F]z = 

[ G0zo J for some smooth z then z is also impulsive 

by left unimodularity of S(s). Hence z = 0. For 
the converse, let S(A)y = 0 with A e C and 
y E cn+m. We must show that y = 0. Indeed, 
Gy = 0 by the proof of claim (ii) of Theorem 5.5. 
From S(A)y = 0, we then also get Fy = 0 and 
Hy= O; soy= 0 and S(s) is left-unimodular. D 

Example 5.8. Let G = [1 O], F = [O 1] and H= 
[1 O]. The matrix S(s) is unimodular, but ker 

[~] n p-1[im G] =F 0. The impulse z = [~] 

belongs to 9'( [-~]), and w = 0. The system is 

not ex-in smooth, and hence not ex-in nulling. 

Example 5.9. Let G = [1 OJ, F = [O 1] and 

H = [O 1]. We have ker [~] n P- 1[im G] = {O} 

and S(s) = [~ -~], left-invertible but not 

unimodular. If w = 0 then PZ1 = Zo1 and Z2::: 0. 
The system is ex-in smooth, but not ex-in 
nulling. 

Definition 5.10. Consider the equation (43). A 
point z0 e IRnt-m is called zeroth-order-impulse 
smoothing if there exists a z e Y'(Zo) such that 
pz - z0 e 9'. The space of these points is denoted 
by JC::: JC(F, G). 

Observe that z in Definition 5.10 is smooth if 
the impulsive part of i := pz - z0 is of order 0, 
· "f - ~ "th rrnn+m If - - 0 1.e. I Zp-imp =a::: au WI a E 111" • Zp-imp -

then zo is consistent. The space 'JC is easily 
determined if (43) is solvable in the distribution 
sense. 

Lemma 5.11. Let 9'(z0 ) =F 0 for every Zoe IR"+"'. 
Then 'JC::: p- 1[im G]. 

Proof Let zo be such that pGz ::: Fz + Gzo, with 
z = p-'(i + zo) and pGi =Fi+ Gzo for some zo. 
Then pGi = pFz =Fi+ GZi>::: Fi+ Fzo and 
z0 e p- 1[im G]. Conversely let Fzo= Gia for 
some f 0• There exists a i e cg;:,::-Pm such that 
pGi =Fi+ Gi0 . Hence if z = p-'(i + zo) 
then pGz::: Gi + Gzo::: p-'(Fi + Fzo) + Gzo = 
Gz + Gzo. D 
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In Geerts (1993a, Section 3), the following 
subspaces of IR"+m are defined and characterized. 

Definition 5.12. Consider the equations (43) and 
(44) and denote L = (F, G, H). A point z0 is 
called weakly unobservable if there exists a 
smooth z E Y(z0) such that w = 0. If, moreover, 
z(t~) = zo then Zo is called weakly unobservable 
in the sense of consistency. The space of the 
latter points is denoted by 'Ye = 'Ye(L) and the 
space of the former points by 'Y = 'Y(L). If z0 is 
such that for an impulsive z E Y(z0), w = 0 then 
Zo is called strongly controllable. The space of 
strongly controllable points is denoted by 
"W'= "W'("22). 

Lemma 5.13. The space 'Ye is the largest 

subspace :£ such that [~ Jxc [ ~Jx. Also, 

[p]·-1[G°/l',J 'Ye= H 0 e . The space W is the smallest 

subspace 'JC such that c- 1 F[ JC n ker H] c 'J{. 
Also, c- 1 F[ W n ker H] = 'W. Moreover, 'Y = 
'Ye+ ker G. 

Proof See Geerts (1993a). D 

Corollary 5.14. There holds G ( 'Vc: n "W) = 
G('Vc:) n F["W n ker H] = F('Vc: n "W'). 

Proof Since 'Ye c ker H, the claim follows from 
Lemma 5.13. D 

Theorem 5.15. Consider the conventional system 
(43), (44), with [F G] of full row rank. The triple 
L = (F, G, H) satisfies the minimality conditions 
of Theorem 2.6 if and only if 

(i) L is ex-in nulling and solvable in the 
distribution sense and 

(ii) every weakly consistent point is zeroth
order-impulse smoothing. 

Proof Denote by cy c and "if the spaces of 
consistent and weakly consistent points respec
tively (see Definition 5.2). Then F°iie c G°ii(· and 
°ii= 'Ye+ ker G (apply Lemma 5.13 with 
H = 0). Hence the claims ker G c p- 1[im G] and 
"fi'c p· 1[im G] are equivalent. Now combine 
Theorem 5.5 with Lemma 5.11. D 

Remark 5.16. If "if c =if then ker G c p- t 

[im G]. The converse is not true; if 

G = [~ ~]. F = [~ ~] (55) 

then "if c = 0. 

Next we give dynamic interpretations of the 
minimality conditions for pencil representations. 
Again we begin with a number of definitions. 

Definition 5.17. Consider a linear system 

pGz =Fz +xo, 

w=Hz, 

(56) 

(57) 

with F,G E IR"X(n+m>, HE !RqX(n+m) and Xo E IR". 
For given x0 , define the solution set 
corresponding to (56): 

Y(x0) = {z E 46::,;"Pm I (pG - F)z = Xo}. (58) 

The system (56), (57) is called ex-in smooth if 

ex-in nu/ling if 
w==O=?z=O, (60) 

and left-invertible if 

w =O, x0 =0=?z =O. (61) 

The system equation (56) is solvable in the 
distribution sense if 

't:fx 0 E IR": Y'(x0 ) # 0, (62) 

and solvable in the function sense if 

't:fxo E !R": Y(xo) n cg~i:;m""' 0. (63) 

Theorem 5.18. The system (56), (57) is 

(i) ex-in smooth if and only if ker [~] = {O}; 

(ii) ex-in nulling if and only if ker [~] = {O} and 

[sG-1 H is left-unimodular; 

(iii) left invertible if and only if [ sG; FJ is 

left-invertible as a rational matrix. 

The equation (43) is 

(iv) solvable in the distribution sense if and only 
if sG - Fis right-invertible; 

(v) solvable in the function sense if and only if 
im G = R". 

Proof To prove the first claim, suppose first that 
the system is ex-in smooth and let zo E !R"+"' be 
such that Gz0 = 0 and Hz0 = 0. Write x0 = -Fzo, 
and define Z E <e;;:~n by Z = Zo; then We have 
pGz = Fz + x 0 and w =Hz = 0, so that z E ~•m· 
This implies that z0 = 0. For the converse, 

suppose that [~] has full column rank, and let 
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pGz = Fz + Xo with w =Hz e ~m· Suppose now 
that z is not smooth. Then we can write 

k 

Z = 2: Z;pi + Zsm• 
i=O 

with Zk ¥- 0. It follows from pGz = Fx + x0 that 
Gzk = 0; because w e ~m• we also have Hzk = 0. 
It follows that zk = 0, and so we have a 
contradiction. 

For the second claim, suppose that our system 
is ex-in nulling, and suppose that 

[ A.G-F] zo=O 
H 

for some A. e C and some z0 • Define a smooth 
function z by z(t) = eArz0 • We then have 
A.Gz = Fz, Hz= 0 and pz = A.z + z0 • Conse
quently, pGz = A.Gz + Gz0 = Fz + Gz0 and w = 
Hz= 0. It follows that z = 0, and hence that 
Zo = 0. The full-column-rank property of 

[~] follows in a similar way as in the proof of 

the first claim. For the converse, we assume the 
rank conditions and we want to show that the 
system is ex-in nulling. If (56), (57) hold with 
w = 0 then, for some z, 

which implies that z is purely impulsive, because 

[sG- F] H has a polynomial left inverse. Suppose 

that z is nonzero. Then we could write 
z = Lf=o Z;p;, with Zk ¥- 0. But then Gzk = 0 and 
Hzk = 0, so that Zk = 0 and we have a 
contradiction. 

The third claim is proved just as for 
conventional representations, so we proceed to 
claim (iv). One part of this claim is immediate 
from the fact, noted in Section 5 of Part I, that 
pG - F is surjective as a mapping from Cf6i,:Pm to 
<&imp if sG - F is right-invertible. For the 
converse, suppose that sG - F is not right
invertible. Then there exists a nonzero poly
nomial row vector 77(s) such that 77(s)(sG -
F) = 0. Now take any x0 e !Rn and let z e Cf6i,:Pm 
be such that (pG - F)z =x0 • Then TJ(p)xo = 
71(p )(pG - F)z = 0. Since this holds for any Xo, 

it follows that 77(s) = 0, and we have a 
contradiction. 

Finally, suppose that (56) is solvable in the 
function sense, and let x0 e !Rn be given. Let z be 
a smooth solution to pGz = Fz + x 0 • Then 
Gz(ti:;) = x0, so that x0 is in im G. Since Xo was 
arbitrary, it follows that G is surjective. 
Conversely, if G has full row rank then we may 

choose coordinates such that G =[I OJ, and 
write F = [A B] in the same coordinates. A 
smooth solution to the equation pGz = Fz + x0 is 
then given, for instance, by z1 (t) = eAU- 100>x0, 
~w=n o 

As an immediate consequence, we have the 
following result. 

Theorem 5.19. Consider the pencil representa
tion (56), (57). The triple (F, G, H) satisfies the 
minimality conditions of Theorem 2.3 if and only 
if the system is ex-in nulling and solvable in the 
distribution sense. 

6. CONCLUSIONS 

We have obtained the conditions for mm1-
mality of first-order representations of impulsive
smooth behaviors, and have described the extent 
to which minimal representations are unique. 
We have also given dynamic interpretations for 
the minimality conditions. It turns out that for 
impulsive-smooth behaviors, the minimality 
conditions are weaker than for smooth be
haviors; in particular, 'controllability at infinity' 
is not required. Rephrasing the statement of 
Theorem 5.19, we can say that a pencil 
representation for an impulsive-smooth be
havior is minimal when the mapping from 
trajectories of auxiliary variables to trajectories 
of external variables is one-to-one, and the 
equation for the auxiliary trajectories allows 
solutions (possibly with an impulsive com
ponent) for all initial data. Matrix characteriza
tions of the conditions for minimality have been 
given, so that these conditions are in principle 
straightforward to check. The minimality condi
tions that we have given here are suitable for 
application in a multimodal context; they show 
that certain aspects that can be neglected in 
situations in which mode changes do not occur 
become important for multimode systems, and 
must be kept in the system's description. 

Throughout the paper, we have used both the 
'conventional' representation pGz = Fz + Gzo 
and the 'pencil' representation pGz = Fz + xo. 
As has already been pointed out in Part I, there 
is no distinction between these two representa
tions from the point of view of descriptive 
power: every impulsive-smooth behavior that 
can be represented in one way can also be 
represented in the other way, although the 
conventional representation may require more 
equations and auxiliary variables to describe the 
same behavior. One reason to use the conven
tional equation pGz = Fz + Gz0 is that, for 
smooth solutions z, one has Gz(O+) = Gz0 (this 
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follow immediately from (1)), so that zo may be 
given the natural interpretation of an initial con
dition. This interpretation no longer holds when 
one considers impulsive-smooth solutions, since 
for such solutions of the form z = zkpk + ... + 
Zo + Zsm one has Gzsm(O+) = Gzo + Fio; still, the 
model pGz = Fz + Gz(O-) appears to adequat
ely describe jumps in many situations of mode 
change. On the other hand, the analysis in this 
paper has shown that there are · certain 
advantages to using the pencil representation 
rather than the conventional form. In particular, 
the pencil representation allows a natural 
state-space isomorphism theorem, whereas this is 
not true for the conventional representation. 
Also, the dynamic characterization of minimality 
comes out nicer for pencil representations than 
for conventional representations (compare 
Theorem 5.15 with Theorem 5.19). The price 
one has to pay is that the vector x0 in the pencil 
representation cannot be viewed as an initial 
condition, but must be considered as 'initial data' 
resulting from a preceding mode. 

It was noted in Remark 4.6 that the class of 
systems we have studied is compact in the 
quotient Euclidean topology. Intuitively speak
ing, this implies that 'one cannot run out of it by 
taking limits'. The class of standard state-space 
systems does not have this property. For 
example, consider the parametrized family of 
systems (Ae, Be, Ce, De)= (e- 1, 1, 1, 0). As e 
tends to zero, there is no convergence to some 
limit (A0 , 8 0 , C0 , D0). On the other hand, the 
same family can be represented in pencil terms 
by 

(Fe, G,,, He)= ( [1 O], [e- 1 1], [~ ~]), 

or equivalently 

If now s tends to zero, we get a well-defined 
limit 

( [01 01]). (Fo, G0 , Ho) = [O O], [1 O], 

The limit system can not be rewritten as a 
standard state-space system, but can still be 
given a dynamic interpretation as a representa
tion of an impulsive-smooth behavior. 
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